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Background
The role of reduced intensity conditioning allogeneic stem transplantation (RICalloSCT) in
the management of patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma remains controversial.
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Results
Non-relapse mortality was associated with chemorefractory disease, poor performance
status, age >45 and transplantation before 2002. For patients with no risk factors the 3-year
non-relapse mortality rate was 12.5% compared to 46.2% for patients with 2 or more risk
factors. The use of an unrelated donor had no adverse effect on the non-relapse mortality.
Acute graft versus host disease (aGVHD) grades II-IV developed in 30% and chronic
GVHD in 42%. The development of cGVHD was associated with a lower relapse rate.
The disease progression rate at one and five years was 41% and 58.7% respectively and
was associated with chemorefractory disease and extent of prior therapy. Donor lymphocyte infusions were administered to 64 patients for active disease of whom 32% showed
a clinical response. Eight out of 18 patients receiving donor lymphocyte infusions alone
had clinical responses. Progression-free and overall survival were both associated with performance status and disease status at transplant. Patients with neither risk factor had a 3year PFS and overall survival of 42% and 56% respectively compared to 8% and 25% for
patients with one or more risk factors. Relapse within six months of a prior autologous
transplant was associated with a higher relapse rate and a lower progression-free.
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Design and Methods
To further define its role we have conducted a retrospective analysis of 285 patients with
HL who underwent a RICalloSCT in order to identify prognostic factors that predict outcome. Eighty percent of patients had undergone a prior autologous stem cell transplantation and 25% had refractory disease at transplant.

Conclusions
This analysis identifies important clinical parameters that may be useful in predicting the
outcome of RICaIICalloSCT in Hodgkin’s lymphoma.
Key words: Hodgkin’s lymphoma, allogeneic transplantation, prognosis.
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Study definitions
RICalloSCT was defined according to published
EBMT criteria18 as follows: busulfan ≤8 mg/kg ± TBI ≤6
cGy (fractionated) ± purine analog± ATG; cyclophosphamide ≤60 mg/kg ± TBI≤≤6 cGy (fractionated) ±
purine analog± ATG; TBI ≤6 cGy (fractionated) ±
purine analog± ATG; melphalan 140 mg/m2 + fludarabine; melphalan 70-140 mg/m2 ± purine analogue ±
campath 1H.
Status at transplantation was defined as follows:
complete remission (CR), any CR; chemosensitive disease included all patients who had shown a response to
the last therapy prior to transplantation with the exception of patients in CR [partial remission (PR), complete
remission unconfirmed (CRu), VGPR and sensitive
relapse/progression]; chemoresistant disease included
all primary refractory and relapsed patients who had
shown either no response or progressive disease following the last therapy prior to transplantation.
Progression-free survival was measured in months as
the time from the day of transplantation until disease
relapse/progression or death from any cause. Both
relapse and progression were defined as disease progression. Non-relapse mortality included all causes of
death other than disease progression/relapse occurring
at any time after RICalloSCT. T-cell depletion of the
graft (TCD) includes all methods of TCD (CAMPATH
vs. ATG vs. in vitro TCD) as individually each method
had a similar impact on outcome (data not shown). Good
performance status was defined as Karnofsky score
>80% or ECOG score 0-1, whilst poor PS was defined
as Karnofsky score <80% or ECOG score 2-3.
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Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) remains a disease that is
curable in the majority of patients using conventional
chemoradiotherapy. However, some 20-30% of patients
will either be refractory to initial therapy or relapse following front-line therapy. Many of these patients that fail
initial therapy may be cured by high-dose therapy and
autologous stem cell transplantation.1-4 In contrast, highdose therapy followed by allogeneic stem cell transplantation has been associated with substantial toxicity
in patients with HL such that any benefit of reduced
relapse rates is offset by the high transplant related mortality.5-9 Consequently allogeneic stem cell transplantation is currently employed in a small fraction of patients
with HL. In an attempt to reduce the toxicity of allogeneic stem cell transplantation the intensity of the conditioning regimen may be reduced, placing greater
emphasis on the provision of a graft uncontaminated by
tumor cells and the development of allogeneic graft versus malignancy reactions.10,11 We have previously
reported that RICalloSCT is associated with a lower
non-relapse mortality (NRM) and an improved overall
survival (OS) when compared to conventional
alloSCT.12 However, the reported experience of
RICalloSCT in HL is limited13-17 and its role in the management of HL remains to be clarified. We have, therefore, performed a retrospective analysis of 285 patients
with HL who underwent a RIC alloSCT in an attempt
to identify prognostic factors predicting the outcome.

ters reported 374 patients to the EBMT registry as having undergone reduced intensity allogeneic stem cell
transplants for Hodgkin’s disease. The minimum essential data required for entry to the study was available in
285 patients (from 110 centers) who form the study
group described in this paper. The pre-transplant characteristics of these 285 patients are shown in Table 1.
The patients with missing minimum essential data
were analyzed as a separate group and compared to the
study group of 285. There was no difference in pretransplant characteristics, NRM, disease progression,
progression-free survival (PFS) or OS between these
two groups (data not shown).
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The EBMT is a voluntary organization comprising
525 transplant centers mainly from Europe. Member
centers are required to submit minimal essential data
(Med-A form) from consecutive patients to a central
lymphoma registry. Participating transplant centers are
subject to on-site audits to assess data accuracy and
consecutive reporting. All centers that had submitted
Med-A forms for patients with HL undergoing RIC
alloSCT were invited to contribute additional data.
Only patients over the age of 18 at the time of transplantation were included and patients undergoing
planned tandem autologous transplants followed by
RIC alloSCT were excluded. Minimum data required
for the inclusion of a patient in the study were age, sex,
histological diagnosis, date of diagnosis, details of prior
high-dose therapy, disease status at transplantation,
details of reduced intensity conditioning regimen, date
of transplantation, donor relationship, date of followup, disease status at follow-up, date of disease progression or death and cause of death. Informed consent was
obtained locally according to regulations applicable at
the time of transplantation. After January 1, 2003, all
EBMT centers have been required to obtain written
informed consent prior to data registration.

Patients’ characteristics
Between January 1995 and November 2005 153 cen-

Statistical analysis
The probabilities of PFS and OS were calculated
using the Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimate. The
risk of acute and chronic graft versus host disease
(GVHD), NRM and disease progression were calculated using cumulative incidence estimates, taking into
account the competing risk structure. The following
variables were studied for associations with outcomes
by univariate analysis using the log-rank test for PFS
and OS, and Cox univariate analysis for disease progression and NRM: year of RICalloSCT, age at diagnosis, age at transplant, sex, stage and B symptoms at
diagnosis, number of prior lines of therapy, prior autologous transplant, time to relapse following autologous
transplant, time from diagnosis to RICalloSCT, per-
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26.3 (14-57)
31.2 (18-57)
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253
163:122
5 (2)
103 (36)
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72 (25)
49 (17)
41 (4-332)
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Results

Conditioning regimens and transplantation details
A variety of different conditioning regimens were
employed and are summarized in Table 1. The majority
of patients (n=226, 79.5%) received conditioning with
fludarabine based regimens whilst 46 (16%) received
low-dose TBI based regimens. T-cell depletion of the
graft was performed in 137 (48.1%) transplants, the
majority by in vivo T-cell depletion using either ATG
(n=80) or CAMPATH (n=59) whilst 10 patients received
an in vitro T-cell depleted graft. Post-transplantation
GVHD prophylaxis was achieved using cyclosporin
alone, cyclosporin and methotrexate, cyclosporin and
mycophenolate mofetil in 86 (32%), 120 (45%) and 48
(18%) cases respectively.
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56 (20)
212 (74)
17 (6)
9 (2-142)
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19 (4-146)

6 (2)
41 (14)
123 (43)
72 (25)
43 (15)
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Median age at diagnosis, years (range)
Median age at transplantation, years (range)
Age at transplant >45
Age at transplant <45
Male: Female
Stage at diagnosis, number (%)
I
II
III
IV
NA
Diagnosis to transplantation, median months (range)
Median number of prior therapies (range)
Number of prior high-dose therapies (%)
0
1
2
Median time from prior high-dose therapy
to relapse, months (range)
Median time from prior high-dose therapy,
months (range)
Disease status at transplantation (%)
CR1
CR >=2
Chemosensitive
Chemoresistant
Untested relapse
Donor relationship, number (%)
Matched sibling
Mismatched related
Matched unrelated
Mismatched unrelated
Donor sex match, number (%)
Female to male
Other
NA
Stem cell source, number
PBSC/BM
T-cell depletion, number
Conditioning Regimen, number (%)
Fludarabine + Melphalan
Fludarabine + Busulphan
Fludarabine + Cyclophosphamide
Fludarabine + Cyclophosphamide + Thiotep
Other chemotherapy based RIC regimen
Low-dose TBI +/- Fludarabine
Low-dose TBI + other chemotherapy
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Table 1. Patient and donor and transplant details.

impact in the univariate analysis (p<0.15) and some
additional variables of clinical interest were entered into
the multivariate analysis. Multivariate analyses were
performed using Cox proportional hazards regression
using a stepwise conditional backward method. For
some variables a separate category for missing data was
created and studied in the analysis.19 The proportional
hazard assumption was tested for all variables in the
selected models by introducing time as a (time-dependent) covariate and testing for a significant interaction
with the risk factors under study. If a deviation from the
proportionality assumption was found, a stratified Cox
model was used. The final model was tested for interactions between variables. The influence of acute and
chronic GVHD on relapse/progression was investigated
using both a time-dependent Cox model and a landmark analysis. All statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS Inc.,Chicago, IL, USA)
except for the cumulative incidence analyses that were
performed with the NCSS97 (Number Cruncher
Statistical System, Kaysville, UT, USA).
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formance status at transplant, disease status at transplant, donor type, stem cell source, T-cell depletion,
donor/recipient sex, ABO compatibility, donor/recipient
cytomegalovirus (CMV) status, type of RIC regimen. All
factors showing a significant impact or a trend to an

172 (60)
8 (3)
94 (33)
11 (4)
66 (23)
209 (73)
10 (4)
228/57
137
137 (48)
39 (14)
30 (11)
15 (5)
18 (6)
30 (11)
16 (6)

Engraftment and chimerism studies
Of 285 patients, 272 were evaluable for engraftment
of whom 270 (99%) engrafted and 2 (1%) did not. Four
patients initially engrafting subsequently rejected their
graft. The median times to neutrophil and platelet
engraftment (platelets >50) were 14 days (range 0-74)
and 15 days (range 0-373) respectively. Neutrophil and
platelet engraftment was significantly delayed in
patients receiving BM when compared to PBSC.
Chimerism analysis was available in 212 patients of
whom 175 (83%) were fully donor and 37 were mixed
donor-recipient (17%) within the first 100 days following transplant.

Non-relapse mortality
Sixty patients died of non-relapse mortality at a median of 91 days (range 1 day-20 months) following transplantation. The causes of death included infection (n=
24), GVHD and infection (n=10), GVHD alone (n=7),
pulmonary toxicity (n=6), multi-organ failure (n=2),
post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease (n=2), TTP
(n=2), and miscellaneous other causes (n=7). The cumu-
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Graft versus host disease
In the 279 patients at risk 138 (49%) developed acute
GVHD, 132 (47%) did not develop this complication
and in 9 (3%) data was unavailable. Acute GVHD
grades I, II, III and IV developed in 57 (20%), 47 (17%),
25 (9%) and 8 (3%) patients respectively. The CI of
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Figure 1. (A) Cumulative incidence estimate of non-relapse mortality (NRM) for 285 patients. (B) The impact of risk factors on
NRM. Good risk: age <45, good performance status and
chemosensitive disease. Poor risk: age >45, poor performance
status and chemorefractory disease.

Relative
risk

NRM
Disease status at transplant
CR
Refractory
Age at transplant
<45
>45
Performance status
Good
Poor
Date of RICalloSCT
After 2002
Pre-2002
Disease progression
Disease status at transplant
CR
Refractory
Prior therapy
<3 lines
>3 lines
Sex match
Other
Donor Female/Rec Male
OS
Disease status at transplant
CR
Refractory
Performance status
Good
Poor
Sex match
Other
Donor Female/Rec Male
PFS
Disease status at transplant
CR
Refractory
Performance status
Good
Poor
Donor/recipient sex
Other
Donor F/recipient M
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Table 2. Multivariate analysis.
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grade II-IV acute GVHD at 100 days was 30% and was
associated with T-replete transplants, an interval from
diagnosis to transplant of >48 months, male recipients
of female donors and two prior high-dose procedures.
Patients developing grade II-IV aGVHD had a significantly higher NRM (RR, 2.9; CI1.7-5.1; p<0.001), a
lower PFS (RR, 1.5; CI 1.1-2.0; p=0.007) and OS (RR, 1.7;
CI 1.2-2.4; p=0.001) but their risk of disease relapse was
not reduced. Two hundred and twenty-six patients survived beyond 100 days and were evaluable for chronic
GVHD of whom 126 (56%) remained free of cGVHD,
87 (38%) developed cGVHD and in 13 (5%) data was
not available. Of those developing cGVHD, 42 (19%)
developed limited and 42 (19%) extensive cGVHD and
in 3 the extent was not reported. The cumulative inci-
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lative incidence estimate of non-relapse mortality at 100
days, one year and three years post-transplant were
10.9%, 19.5% and 21.1% respectively (Figure 1A). In
multivariate analysis NRM was associated with poor
performance status, chemorefractory disease at transplantation, age greater than 45 and transplantation
before 2002 (Table 2). Identifying poor PS, chemorefractory disease and older age as adverse risk factors for
NRM, patients with no adverse risk factors had a 3-year
NRM rate of 12.5% compared with 46.2% for those
with 2 or 3 risk factors (Figure 1B). The use of an unrelated donor and a single prior high-dose procedure had
no impact on the NRM.
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Confidence
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p
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dence estimate of cGVHD at three years post-transplant
was 42% (Figure 2A). There was a non-significant trend
to a higher incidence of chronic GVHD in recipients of
T-replete transplants, mismatched transplants and sex
mismatched male recipients. In a Cox regression model
the development of chronic GVHD was associated with
a higher NRM (RR, 3.0; CI 1.3-7.1) and a trend to lower
relapse rate (data not shown) but had no impact on PFS or
OS. In a landmark analysis the development of chronic
GVHD by nine months post-transplant was associated
with a significantly lower relapse rate (RR,2.3; CI 1.24.4; p=0.008) (Figure 2B).

achieved a CR (28%), 26 had a PR or stable disease
(30%) and 27 (31%) had progressive disease.

Disease relapse and progression
Following transplantation 147 patients have relapsed
or progressed at a median time of 6.3 months (range 159 months) post-transplant. The cumulative incidence
estimate of disease progression at one, three and five
years was 41%, 53% and 59% respectively (Figure 3A).
In multivariate analysis chemorefractory disease, more
than 3 lines of prior therapy and male recipients of
female donors were associated with a significantly higher relapse rate (Table 2). Patients with none of these risk

Response to transplantation
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Figure 2. (A) Cumulative incidence estimate of chronic GVHD. (B)
Impact of chronic GVHD by 9 months post-transplant on the disease progression rate.
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The disease status at day 100 post-transplant was
reported in 238 out of 257 evaluable patients. Overall 123
(48%) patients were in CR and 66 (26%) were not in CR
and 49 (19%) had progressive disease. Of the 47 patients
in CR at the time of transplantation, 41 remained in CR
(87%) and 6 (13%) progressed. Of the 104 patients with
chemosensitive disease, 58 (56%) achieved a CR, 24
(23%) had a PR or stable disease and 16 (15%) had progressive disease. Of the 87 patients with chemorefractory disease or untested relapse at transplantation 24

Figure 3. (A) Cumulative incidence estimate of disease progression. Kaplan-Meier estimates of (B) progression-free survival and
(C) overall survival.
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Overall survival and progression-free survival
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With a median follow-up of 26 months (range 3-94
months) 126 patients remain alive and 159 have died.
The Kaplan-Meier estimates of OS and PFS at one, two
and three years were 67% and 52%, 43% and 39%,
29% and 25% respectively (Figure 3B and 3C). In multivariate analysis patients in CR or with chemosensitive
disease, those with a good performance status, transplants other than sex mismatched male recipients and
CMV -/- transplants had a significantly better OS
(Table 2). For PFS good performance status, CR or
chemosensitive disease at transplantation and transplants other than male recipients from female donors
were associated with a significantly better PFS in the
multivariate analysis (Table 2). Older patient age, use of
an unrelated donor and more than 3 lines of prior therapy, did not negatively impact on the PFS or OS.
Identifying chemorefractory disease and poor performance status as risk factors for a poor OS and PFS
patients with neither of these risk factors have a 3-year
PFS and OS of 42% and 56% compared to 8% and
25% for patients with 1 or 2 of these risk factors (Figure
4A and 4B). In an analysis restricted to patients who
had relapsed after a prior autologous transplant, relapse
within six months of the autograft was associated with
a significantly worse disease progression rate (RR=1.9
(1.2- 3.1) p=0.01) and PFS (RR=1.9 (1.2- 2.9) p=0.003)
following the RICalloSCT.

reported to the registry and therefore represent a selected population. Data submission from centers may not be
complete despite the requirement for consecutive case
reporting, the provision of minimal essential data and onsite audits. Despite these limitations, this study provides
clinically relevant data that may help guide physicians in
managing individual patients.
The patients in this study represent a heavily pretreated group where 80% had undergone previous highdose therapy and 40% of patients had either chemorefractory disease or untested relapse at the time of transplant. Forty-two percent received transplants from mismatched or unrelated donors. Despite this risk profile,
the NRM was 11% at 100 days and 21% at three years
and similar to that reported in other studies of
RICalloSCT in HL.13-17 For younger patients with a good
PS and chemosensitive disease the total NRM was 12%.
These results compare favorably with a NRM of 43-61%
reported after conventional conditioning regimens5-9 over
the preceding two decades. The lower NRM rates
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factors present had a 3-year disease progression rate of
46.8% compared with 70.2% for patients with 2 or 3 of
these factors present.
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Donor lymphocyte infusions (DLI) were given to 79
patients at a median of six months (range 1-38) posttransplant, 64 for the treatment of persistent or progressive disease and 13 for either mixed chimerism or as
part of a pre-emptive strategy to prevent relapse. The
median dose of DLI administered was 1×106 CD3+/kg
(range 0.2-7.6×106). Overall 52% of patients developed
GVHD following DLI and the Kaplan-Meier estimate
of median OS following DLI was 20 months. Disease
responses were available in 41 patients of whom 22
(54%) showed no response, 13 (32%) achieved a CR or
PR, 4 (10%) had a brief clinical response and 2 (5%) had
stable disease at last assessment. DLIs were administered to 18 patients without any additional therapy in
whom 8 (44%) had a response, one had stable disease,
8 failed to respond and 2 were not evaluated.
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In this analysis we have described the largest series of
RICalloSCT for HL reported to date and have identified
important clinical parameters predicting transplant outcomes. Whilst registry based retrospective analyses
allow the study of large numbers of patients and the
identification of clinical parameters that influence outcome there are also inherent weaknesses with such studies. Only patients who undergo transplantation are
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Figure 4. (A) The impact of risk factors on (A) progression-free survival and (B) overall survival. Good risk: chemosensitive disease,
good PS. Poor risk: chemorefractory disease, poor PS.
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the rates of disease progression despite being associated
with a lower incidence of acute GVHD.28,29 The role of Tcell depletion and the need for subsequent DLI postRICalloSCT requires further study in prospective comparative studies.
As a consequence of the high relapse rate, the PFS and
OS for the patients in this study was disappointingly low
and only marginally better than that reported following
conventional allogeneic SCT.5-8 In several other reports of
RICalloSCT in HL, the PFS has ranged from 18% at one
year to 32% at four years.14,15 Patients with a good performance status, in CR or with chemosensitive disease at
the time of transplantation had significantly better PFS
and OS estimates. The low PFS and OS rates observed in
this cohort may relate to the late stage of disease at which
the RICalloSCTs were performed. Eighty percent of
patients in this study had relapsed after an autologous
SCT at a median of nine months. Early relapse after an
autologous transplant is associated with a poor prognosis30
and we found that relapse within six months of an autologous SCT was predictive of outcome after the
RICalloSCT.
However, the data presented in this study suggest that
RICalloSCT may be an effective salvage strategy for the
minority of patients with good risk features who relapse
after an autologous SCT,31 and that outcomes are similar
for both sibling and MUD transplants. Conversely for
patients with chemorefractory disease or a poor performance status, the overall outcome is poor and it is difficult
to recommend RICalloSCT for these patients.
Employing RICalloSCT earlier in the course of HL
remains controversial. The standard salvage therapy for
patients with refractory or relapsing disease is high-dose
therapy followed by an autologous stem cell transplant.1,2
However, for subgroups of patients with poor risk features autologous transplants are less successful3,20,32,33 and
there is growing concern regarding the late risk of secondary MDS/AML following autologous transplants.34,35 For
patients deemed to be at high risk of failing an autologous
transplant a RICalloSCT may represent a more effective
therapy and prospective comparative studies in this setting should be considered.
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observed after RICalloSCT for HL may relate in part to
improvements in tissue typing and supportive care.
However, patients undergoing conventional alloSCT over
the same period still have a substantially greater NRM.12
The NRM was significantly greater in patients with
chemorefractory disease, older age or a poor performance
status.
The identification of these risk factors may help to
guide physicians in the choice of therapy for individual
patients. It is noteworthy, that for patients receiving a
transplant from a matched unrelated donor and for
patients who had undergone a single previous high-dose
procedure the NRM was not adversely affected.
Therefore, lack of a sibling donor and a single prior highdose procedure should not prevent consideration of an
RICalloSCT.20,21 We were not able to demonstrate in this
study that any of the RIC regimens were associated with
a higher NRM although there was a non-significant trend
to a higher NRM in patients receiving non-TBI based conditioning.
Disease progression was the major cause of treatment
failure following RICalloSCT with 59% of patients relapsing by five years after the transplant. This compares with
rates of 43-55% in other series of RICalloSCT in HL14-16
and 48-65% following conventional allogeneic transplantation.5-9 Patients who received fewer lines of prior therapy and those in CR had a significantly lower disease progression rate. If RICalloSCT were performed earlier in the
disease course lower disease progression rates may be
anticipated. However, for patients with refractory disease
at the time of RICalloSCT the risk of subsequent relapse is
substantial and alternative strategies should be considered.
It remains to be established if any of the RIC regimens is
superior in terms of reducing the relapse rate. The Seattle
group have reported relapse rates of 47% at one year following low-dose TBI±fludarabine.16 Conversely, more
intensive conditioning with BEAM or planned tandem
autografts/RICallografts may be associated with a lower
relapse rate.22-24 Given that the overall NRM of the various
RIC regimens in this and other studies is similar,14-17 the
more intensive regimens may be more effective in controlling HL without increasing toxicity. However, prospective
controlled studies will be required to confirm the superiority of any one regimen.
Historically, the evidence for a graft versus HL effect has
been limited to the indirect observations that lower
relapse rates were observed in patients developing
GVHD7 and that relapse rates were lower after allogeneic
transplantation when compared to autologous transplantation.9,25 In this study, the development of chronic GVHD
was associated with a lower relapse rate whilst acute
GVHD had no impact on the relapse rate. The most direct
evidence for a graft versus HL effect comes from observations relating to disease responses to DLI14,15,17 which were
observed in 32% of patients receiving DLI in the current
study. However, the efficacy of DLI is likely to depend
upon the bulk of disease at the time of administration and
the optimal use of DLI requires further refinement. Preemptive dose escalating or PET scan guided strategies may
improve the overall efficacy of DLIs.26,27 As previously
reported, we observed no impact of T-cell depletion upon
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